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Firstly,this paper defines the concepts of real estate, real estate marcket and real 
estate industry,especially focusing on the distinction between the laws of real estate 
market and real estate industry.We distinguish the concepts of real estate fluctuation 
and cycle fluctuation and point out other researchers’confusion about these concepts . 
In the first part of this paper, based on the construction cycle, economic cycle 
theories, we build a real estate fluctuation model.Fluctuation in real estate market is 
divided into four variables and a core factor.Factors which affect these variables 
determine the shape of fluctuation. In the end of this part,we use data to testify our 
theory.We find a ten years’ long cyle and a one year cycle in the overall market and 
city markets.We find cycle fluctuation is still the main flunctuation .With the gradual 
development of China's market economy, real estate industry will be more mature, 
fluctuation in the real estate market will be much more stable, cycle will be more and 
more like a regular. 
In the second part,based on the study of the real estate evolution laws and phases, 
we point out that the continuous driving force for the real estate development is 
China’s economic growth and urbanization. China's real estate industry evolution 
follows the inverted U theory.In the end of this part,we use data to testify our 
theories.By using HP filter,we find the U curl. Out of consideration of the same 
cultural background and conditions, industries evolve by the city steps. China's real 
estate industries follow the inverted U theory of evolution, and only the beginning 
times of the evolutions and the lengths of the phases are slightly different,this is the 
underlying driving force of the long-term development trend.In the end ,we forcast the 
future of China’s real estate industry and market：Chian’s real estimate industry is not 
matured in general.First-tier city has entered the stable phase and second-tier city has 
entered the mature phase while third-tier city and fourth-tier city which account for 
most of the Chinese real estate industry still have a long way to go to the mature 
stage.The development of China’s real estate economy has a sustaining power. 
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